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https://www.100test.com/kao_ti2020/637/2021_2022_2011_E5_B9_

B42_E6_9C_c89_637324.htm 以下是2011年1月及2月GMAT作文

机经整理，以下是AA篇整理，自2011年1月28日起至2011年2

月24日，共44题。百考试题祝各位考生们顺利通过GMAT考

试！ 9 The following appeared in the editorial section of a campus

newspaper: “Because occupancy rates for campus housing fell

during the last academic year, so did housing revenues. To solve the

problem, campus housing officials should reduce the number of

available housing units, thereby increasing the occupancy rates. Also,

to keep students from choosing to live off-campus, housing officials

should lower the rents, thereby increasing demand.” 10 The

following appeared as part of an article in the education section of a

Waymarsh City newspaper.“Throughout the last two decades,

those who earned graduate degrees found it very difficult to get jobs

teaching their academic specialties at the college level. Those with

graduate degrees from Waymarsh University had an especially hard

time finding such jobs. But better times are coming in the next

decade for all academic job seekers, including those from

Waymarsh. Demographic trends indicate that an increasing number

of people will be reaching college age over the next ten years.

consequently, we can expect that the job market will improve

dramatically for people seeking college-level teaching positions in

their fields.” 11 同6合并 12 The following appeared as part of an

annual report sent to stockholders by Olympic Foods, a processor of



frozen foods.“Over time, the costs of processing go down because

as organizations learn how to do things better, they become more

efficient. In color film processing, for example, the cost of a

3-by-5-inch print fell from 50 cents for five-day service in 1970 to 20

cents for one-day service in 1984. The same principle applies to the

processing of food. And since Olympic Foods will soon celebrate its

twenty-fifth birthday, we can expect that our long experience will

enable us to minimize costs and thus maximize profits.” 相关推荐
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